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State of Washington 
Office of Insurance Commissioner 
Legal Affairs Division 
Regulatory Investigations Unit  
                                                 

Final Investigative Report 
Executive Summary 

 
The OIC’s investigation determined the allegation that Providence Insurance Partners, LLC 

(“Providence”), Providence Insurance Company (“PIC”), Alexander Renfro (“Renfro”), Arjan 

Zieger (“Zieger”), William Bryan (“Bryan”) and Brian Miller (“Miller”) are acting as unauthorized 

insurers by selling unauthorized insurance products (MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC Basic) 

to Washington consumers without being properly licensed to do so, in violation of RCW 

48.05.030, is substantiated.  

 

This report addresses three related questions, which must be answered in order to determine 

whether there is a violation of RCW 48.05.030. 

 
1. Do the MEC Plans Qualify as Single Employer, Self-Funded, Health Plans 

Subject to DOL? 
 

Mr. Renfro asserted to the OIC the MEC plans were considered, “single employer plans under 

federal law and are not considered insurance products.” He stated consumers became 

“working partners” who contributed services by allowing their devices to be data-mined and 

could be classified as employees. With Mr. Renfro’s assertion, the plans would be subject to 

the U.S. Department of Labor’s Jurisdiction. 

 

Based on the interviews conducted with a sampling of the Washington consumers who 

purchased one of these MEC plans, evidence suggests Mr. Renfro’s argument is predicated 

on misrepresentations. With this in mind, the OIC asserts jurisdiction under RCW 48.42.010-

040. 

 
2. Are these MEC plans, therefore, unauthorized insurance? 
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Evidence shows the three MEC plans purchased by Washington consumers indicated claims 

were paid by PIC from a “first dollar to unlimited basis.” Further, these MEC plans are 

“insurance” based on the benefit documents Washington consumers received wherein, for 

example, “MEC Visit™ plans have preventive services that are covered at 100% of the cost 

by the plan. The plan offers coverage for doctor visits, specialist visits, outpatient laboratory 

and telemedicine. All covered In-Network, non-preventative health services will be 100% 

covered by the plan, after the plan member pays the applicable copay.” 

 
In Physicians Defense Co v. Cooper, 199 F. 576, 579 (9th Cir. 1912), the federal court 

documented three main characteristics of an insurance contract to be, 1) consideration, 2) 

risk, and 3) indemnity. Broken down further, an insurer receives premium for its undertaking 

of coverage (consideration), the insurer specifies the peril or contingency against which the 

insured is protected (risk), and the insurer pays a specified amount when the peril or 

contingency is used (indemnity). These MEC plans all have the three main characteristics of 

an insurance contract and have not been approved in WA State. Therefore, the MEC plans 

are considered unauthorized insurance products in Washington. 

 

3. Who Is Responsible? 
 

These MEC plans begin with Mr. Renfro, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller as Providence and ends 

with Mr. Renfro, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Zieger as the captive insurer, PIC, which pays for claims 

from “first dollar to unlimited.” Mr. Renfro, Mr. Zieger, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller are therefore 

offering unauthorized insurance products in Washington State through Providence and PIC 

that do not qualify as ERISA plans, and are therefore subject to State regulation. 

 

The allegation is substantiated because the entities and individuals are not licensed to act as 

an insurers with the OIC and collectively, have been the conduit for offering 4,548 

unauthorized insurance products (MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC Basic) to Washington 

consumers.  
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State of Washington 
Office of Insurance Commissioner 
Legal Affairs Division 
Regulatory Investigations Unit  
                                                 

Final Investigative Report 
Investigative Findings 

 
ALLEGATION 
 

The Regulatory Investigations Unit (“RIU”), Office of the Insurance Commissioner (“OIC”) 

opened this case as a result of a prior investigation1 involving an OIC licensed producer 

entity, Adroit Health Group, LLC (“Adroit”). In that investigation, the OIC received five 

complaints from consumers who alleged Adroit was misrepresenting the terms and 

benefits of health insurance policies as being Affordable Care Act (“ACA”) compliant, 

when they were supplemental health policies.  

 

As a result of the Adroit investigation, RIU opened an investigation against Providence 

Insurance Partners, LLC (“Providence”) which alleged the entity was offering 

unauthorized insurance products, MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC Basic (hereto referred 

to as “MEC plans”) to Washington consumers without being properly licensed to do so. 

Further, the OIC had predication to believe the MEC plans did not qualify as single-

employer, self-funded plans subject to United States Department of Labor (“DOL”) 

regulation (Exhibit 1a). If proven to be true, these could be violations of RCW 48.05.030.2 

 

Providence registered with the Secretary of State in the State of Tennessee as a 

Domestic Limited Liability Company (“LLC”) on 03/07/2014 (Exhibit 1b). Alexander T. 

Renfro (“Renfro”) was documented as both the Registered Agent and Principal of 

Providence. The document indicated Providence had two members, but did not list any 

                                                
1 Refer to OIC Case No. 1596059. 
2 The OIC asserts jurisdiction pursuant to RCW 48.42.010-040. 
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besides Renfro. On 01/07/2016, Providence added an Assumed Name of WellMEC, LLC 

(“WellMEC”) which remained active as of 10/01/2019, when the document was preserved.    

 

I, Investigator Randi Osberg, was assigned the case. 

 
Background on ERISA Health Benefit Plans 
 

Below is a summary from a publication authored by the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) 

titled, “Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements under the Employee Retirement Income 

Security Act (ERISA): A Guide to Federal and State Regulation” (pp. 6-10).3 Generally, 

in order to offer an employee welfare benefit plan under ERISA, the entity has to either 

be (1) a single employer, (2) a sponsoring group or association of member employers, or 

(3) an “employee organization,” which is typically a labor union. If an entity desires to be 

in compliance, it has to take one of these three options. Providence, the “design 

consultant,” classified these as single employer plans governed under ERISA. 

Understanding the term “employer” from DOL’s perspective is important for the context 

of this investigation. According to DOL’s publication, the term “employer” is defined in 

Section 3(5) of ERISA, 29 U.S.C.  §1002(5), to mean (p. 7): 

 

any person acting directly as an employer, or indirectly in the interest of an 
employer, in relation to an employee benefit plan; and includes a group or 
association of employers acting for an employer in such capacity. 

 

An employer would then offer a self-funded or fully insured plan to its employees.   
 
Adroit Response – OIC Case No. 1596059 
 
During the course of the Adroit investigation, it provided responses and documentation 

which led to the RIU opening the Providence investigation. Some of the documentation 

                                                
3 Retrieved from https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/EBSA/about-ebsa/our-activities/resource-
center/publications/mewa-under-erisa-a-guide-to-federal-and-state-regulation.pdf.  
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included were the MEC plan applications, joinder agreements, explanations of coverage, 

and payment confirmations for the five consumer complainants. Below are some of the 

statements and noted concerns from this documentation. Although the below sample 

statements are taken from the MEC Visit plan specifically, the same statements are 

present in both the MEC Basic and MEC HP3 plans:  

 

MEC Visit Application (Exhibit 1c, p. 24)4   

 

One statement reads: 

 

I understand that I am enrolling in the MEC Visit plan and as a New Limited Partner 
of the American Partnership Group LP. (Click HERE to view the American 
Partnership Group LP agreement). 

 

The concern is that the “Limited Partner” agreement is subsequent to the individual’s 

enrollment into the plan. Employment did not come first. If being a limited partner means 

one has an employer-to-employee relationship, it is concerning this relationship comes 

after the enrollment into the health plan. 

 

Another statement reads: 

 

MEC Visit is a self-insured group health plan that has procured an insurance policy 
to cover claims from first dollar to unlimited. 

 

The concern here is that a health plan cannot be both “self-insured” and fully insured from 

“first dollar to unlimited;” the two statements contradict one another. Self-insurance 

indicates the group is assuming the risk of “self” funding the plan, which does not include 

an insurance policy. However, the second part of that statement indicates the group has 

an insurance policy to cover all claims from “first dollar to unlimited,” which suggests the 

group shifted all its risk to an insurance company rather than assuming it. 

                                                
4 The MEC Basic plan held the same verbiage and referenced entities as the MEC Visit, with one exception 
of the plan name. Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 213. 
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The document also states: “This plan is accessible only to group members and is 

financially protected with an insurance policy to pay for claims.” While the plan is only 

accessible to “group members,” the consumer only becomes a part of the group after he 

enrolls into the health plan when he signs the “Limited Partner” agreement. There is no 

connection between the individual and the group until after the individual chooses to 

participate in the health plan and then signs the agreement. In fact, the application 

indicates that consumer qualification relies on the Limited Partnership agreement, which 

comes after enrollment into the plan: 

 

MEC Visit is offered to qualified groups. Since you are a part of American 
Partnership group LP, you are eligible to enroll in the MEC Visit. 

 

The application also states: 

 

Providence Insurance Partners, LLC, the plan design consultant… 
 
Based on the Agreement signed by your group with Providence Insurance 
Partners, LLC, the monthly rate for MEC Visit™ is as follows: $184.95$125.00 [sic] 
(Product Fee) 

 

Providence’s involvement in the plan appears to span beyond simply “plan design” if it 

has a role in determining what consumers will pay for the plan. 

 

Program fees will be billed to the enrollment center, and that American Partnership 
Group LP is not contributing to payment of these program fees. 
 
MEC Visit provides coverage sufficient to satisfy Internal Revenue Code § 
4980H(a), also known as the employer mandate under the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (may use Obamacare or other abbreviation), to provide 
employees with minimum essential coverage. 

 

Lastly, the document reads: 
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If this form is accepted, this request for participation in my group plan will become 
part of the agreement between Providence Insurance Partners, LLC and my group 
[American Partnership Group, LLC]. 

 

Corresponding New Limited Partner Joinder Agreement (Exhibit 1c, p. 34) 

 

- It explicitly states, “The parties hereby acknowledge that the issuance of the 

Limited Partnership Interest hereunder by [American Partnership Group] to [Linda 

Comstock] is a gift, and that no money or economic benefit of any kind has or will 

be provided to [American Partnership Group] in exchange for said gift.”5 

- Also, “[Linda Comstock] acknowledges and agrees that [American Partnership 

Group] is a nonprofit entity, and that neither [Linda Comstock] nor any other person 

is entitled to distributions of any kind from [American Partnership Group] (other 

than as stipulated in the Partnership Agreement and as permitted by law), including 

distributions upon the dissolution of [American Partnership Group]. [Linda 

Comstock] is joining [American Partnership Group] to participate in its mission and 

nonprofit work.”6 

- Lastly, “[t]he parties acknowledge that a nonprofit limited partnership interest in LP 

has no value and is worth $0.”7 

 

The Agreement is then signed by LP Management Services, LLC, General Partner of 

American Partnership Group, LP and the consumer. 

 

On 04/29/2019, Adroit provided an Excel spreadsheet which documented, in part, the 

MEC products it had marketed and sold to Washington consumers (Exhibit 1d). It 

documented Providence as the “insurer” for the MEC plans. Additionally, it listed each of 

the plans inception dates and the amount of funds it collected for each of the plans: 

 

                                                
5 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 34, Article 2. 
6 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 34, Article 3. 
7 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 39, Article 2. 
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Name of 
Insurance 
Product / 
Service 

Insurance Products / 
Services First Sold to 

Washington 
Consumers 

Total Funds 
Collected (through 
4/1/19) for Product / 

Service 
MEC Basic 10/16/2018 $43,348.15 
MEC HP3 7/4/2018 $416,198.65 
MEC Visit 10/15/2018 $322,194.05 

 

Due to Adroit indicating within the spreadsheet that Providence was the “insurer” of the 

MEC plans, on 06/19/2019, I asked Adroit the following: “Providence Insurance Partners, 

LLC, is not an authorized insurer with the Washington OIC. Please explain why you are 

offering products to Washington consumers that are underwritten by an unauthorized 

insurer?”8  

 

On 07/09/2019, Adroit responded and stated it “purchased insurance products from 

Providence Insurance Partners, what it believed to be a broker under applicable state and 

federal laws. AHG [Adroit] has since learned that Providence Insurance Partners 

misrepresented its status and the products it was selling, and is no longer purchasing 

insurance products from Providence Insurance Partners.”9 

 

On 09/13/2019, Adroit provided an Excel spreadsheet with the number of MEC plans it 

sold to Washington consumers since inception: MEC Basic - 83 policies, MEC HP3 - 358 

policies and MEC Visit - 432 policies (Exhibit 1e).  

 

Adroit Consumer Complaints 
 
The OIC received five complaints10 from Washington consumers against Adroit; each 

purchased one of the three MEC plans. None of the consumer complaints ever document 

finding the health coverage through an employer. In fact, complainant Heather Pope 

documented a search for health care done via an online search (Exhibit 1f, pp. 9-10):   

 

                                                
8 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 11. 
9 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 10.  
10 Refer to Exhibit 1f. 
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Heather Pope 

 

On 02/27/2019, Consumer Pope filed a complaint with the OIC against “Assure 

Basic/MEC Basic,” (Exhibit 1f, pp. 9-10). Ms. Pope indicated she went online and 

searched “insurance in Washington state” [sic] in search of a plan she could use with her 

doctor. She explained the health exchange did not offer a health plan her doctor accepted. 

Through her research, she stated she contacted “getmehealthcare.com” and was 

promptly contacted by an individual.  

 

Ms. Pope explained to the individual her need was for her insurance to be accepted with 

her specific doctor. She provided the city her doctor was in and spelled his name to the 

individual, who assured her two different times that her doctor would accept the MEC 

Basic plan. She purchased the plan and later determined her doctor did not accept the 

plan, despite what the individual assured her. She explained she could never get hold of 

the individual who sold her the plan, so she continued to call the line with the 

representatives who enroll individuals, looking for assistance. She was able to cancel the 

policy but the company she spoke with has no plans to repay the $200 she paid to see 

her doctor. Lastly, she indicated she “will find new insurance next open enrollment and 

get rid of the company that lied to me.”11 

 
LICENSING REVIEW  
 
On 10/01/2019, RIU Investigator Stacey Baker ran a State Licensing Report on 

Providence through the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (“NAIC”) 

database (Exhibit 2a). The NAIC report indicated between 06/03/2014 through 

03/01/2016, Providence was licensed as a business entity producer in the State of 

Tennessee (National Producer Number 17283200). Providence’s status in Tennessee is 

now inactive.  

 

                                                
11 As a result of these complaints being sent to Adroit for its response, it notified the OIC that it refunded 
the consumer’s the money paid to it.  
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On 05/27/2020, I requested documents related to Providence’s business entity producer 

licensure from the Tennessee Department of Commerce & Insurance (Exhibit 2b). On 

05/28/2020, the Chief Counsel with Tennessee Department of Commerce & Insurance 

provided the Uniform Application for Business Entity Insurance License/Registration for 

Providence.12 The documentation provided reflect the owners of Providence as, Mr. 

Renfro, Bill Bryan (“Bryan”) as Chairman, and Brian Miller (“Miller”) as President and the 

Designated Responsible Licensed Producer (“DRLP”).  

 
OIC NOTICE OF INVESTIGATION  
 
On 10/03/2019, I mailed a formal Notice of Investigation to Providence, in care of Mr. 

Renfro at 3200 West End Avenue Suite 500, Nashville TN 37203-1322, and requested a 

response to the allegation (Exhibit 3a).  On 11/18/2019, I emailed a request for additional 

information to Mr. Renfro at arenfro@providenceinsurancepartners.com (Exhibit 3b). 

 

INFORMATION FROM RELATED ENTITIES 
 

Entity Involvement 
Hawaii Mainland Administrators MEC Plans - benefits administrator 
U.S. Department of Labor Administration and enforcement - ERISA 
Puerto Rico Insurance Commissioner MEC Plans – captive 
Adroit Health Group MEC Plans – subcontracted marketer 
MyFit Marketing MEC Visit & MEC Basic - product marketer 
Agentra MEC HP3  - product marketer 
American Workers Insurance Services MEC HP3 – subcontracted marketer 

 
Hawaii Mainland Administrators 
 

On 11/15/2019, I requested response from Hawaii Mainland Administrators (“HMA”) 

regarding its presence on the application summary as administrator for the three MEC 

and its relationship to other entities involved (Exhibit 4a). 

 

                                                
12 Refer to Exhibit 2b, p. 4. 

mailto:arenfro@providenceinsurancepartners.com
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On 12/26/2019, Licensing & Compliance Coordinator, Stacy Anderson (“Anderson”) with 

HMA responded to the OIC’s request for information (Exhibit 4b). Ms. Anderson asserted 

HMA was not an insurance company but a third-party claims administrator for the MEC 

plans “serviced” by American Healthcare Benefits Cooperative (“AHBC”), which HMA 

described as “the Company this complaint is attached to.” HMA explained “AHBC falls 

under the parent company DPG.” Ms. Anderson explained HMA did not design the MEC 

plans and clarified that HMA facilitated claims payments. She related, “[p]lease note that 

PIP is not a vendor to Adroit Health Group, but is a vendor to AHBC and Data Partnership 

Group, (“DPG”).” She wrote that HMA held an administrative agreement with DPG.13  

 

On 01/02/2020, I asked HMA who the reinsurer14 of the MEC plans was, and included 

verbiage from the three MEC plan application summaries which documented the “plan 

has procured an insurance policy to cover claims from first dollar to unlimited.”15 On 

01/07/2020, Ms. Anderson documented the reinsurer for the three MEC plans was, 

“Providence Insurance Company.” 

 
United States Department of Labor (“DOL”), Employee Benefits Security 
Administration (“EBSA”)  
 

On 01/09/2020, Senior Investigator Thomas Gewin (“Inv Gewin”) with the DOL provided 

the OIC with several documents it had related to Mr. Renfro, and other entities connected 

to him such as Data Partnership Group (“DPG”) and/or Suffolk Administrative Services 

(“SAS”) (Exhibit 5a).16 Included in the documentation was a chart of the entities connected 

to Mr. Renfro,17 the Administrative Service Agreement between DPG and HMA,18 the 

                                                
13 Refer to Exhibit 4b, pp. 4-27. 
14 A reinsurer is an “insurance company that assumes all or part of an insurance or reinsurance policy 
written by a primary insurance company,” (Harvey W. Rubin, Dictionary of Insurance Terms, Sixth Edition 
[New York: Barron’s, 2013], 439). 
15 Refer to Exhibit 4c, p. 2.  
16 These documents were shared with the OIC as part of the NAIC Agreement it and DOL are included in. 
DOL asked the documents not be shared outside of the OIC unless discussed with it first.  
17 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 87.  
18 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 36.  
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Service Agreement between DPG and Affordable Benefit Choices (“ABC”),19 and the 

Contractual Liability Insurance Policy between DPG and Providence Insurance Company 

I.I. (“PIC”).20  

 

The Advisory Opinion Request 

 

Inv. Gewin also provided the Advisory Opinion Request that Mr. Renfro submitted to 

DOL21 on behalf of LP Management Services, LLC (“LPMS”). This Advisory Opinion 

Request outlined the structure affecting the MEC plans in Washington State and Mr. 

Renfro requested DOL confirm:22 

 

(1) The single-employer self-insured group health plan sponsored by LP is an 
“employee welfare benefit plan” within the meaning of ERISA section 3(1). 

(2) LPartners participating in LP’s single-employer self-insured group health plan 
are “participants” within the meaning of ERISA section 3(7). 

(3) The single-employer self-insured group health plan sponsored by LP is 
governed by Title I of ERISA. 

 

In summary, Renfro explained the structure starts with Data Marketing Partnership 

(“DMP”) as the data marketer and LPMS as its General Partner over the certain “limited 

partners.” These limited partners were Washington consumers who obtained a “Limited 

Partnership Interest” upon signing a joinder agreement. Renfro explained these limited 

partners participated through “periodic votes” and contributed time and service to 

generate revenue, which was subject to employment taxes. Renfro asserted this structure 

should be deemed a single employer group health benefit plan arrangement under ERISA 

and therefore under DOL’s administration and enforcement. He explained its structure 

and revenue generation further:23 

 

                                                
19 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 60. 
20 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 79. 
21 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 5.  
22 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 18.  
23 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 7, para 1.  
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[Data Marketing Partnerships] primary business purpose and main source of 
revenue is the capture, segregation, aggregation, and sale to third-party marketing 
firms of electronic data generated by [Limited Partners] who share such data with 
[Data Marketing Partnership]. [Limited Partners] install specific software which, 
among other things, tracks the capture of such data by other companies, such as 
Google or Facebook, and provides access of such data to [Data Marketing 
Partnership]. [Data Marketing Partnership] then decides how such data is used 
and sold to third-party marketing firms, generating revenue. [Limited Partners] 
control and manage the capture, segregation, aggregation, and sale of their own 
data, empowering [Limited Partners] in a manner not otherwise available to them 
when they utilize services over the Internet through their computers, phones, 
televisions, and other devices. 

 

This arrangement can be depicted in the following manner: 

 

 
 

To explain how these Limited Partners “work” or “participate” with DMP as a single 

employer to employee relationship, Renfro explained:24 

 

As discussed above [Limited Partners] all gain status as a limited partner in [Data 
Marketing Partnership] by executing a joinder agreement, establishing each 

                                                
24 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 7, para 2. 
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[Limited Partners] rights. These rights are subsequently exercised on a regular 
basis through votes on how aggregated data will be sold or used by [Data 
Marketing Partnership] as well as votes on other partnership matters. Finally, 
through the sharing of data, [Limited Partners] are committing time and service to 
revenue-generating activity on behalf of [Data Marketing Partnership]. Income 
distributions by [Data Marketing Partnership] to [Limited Partners] resulting from 
such revenue-generating activities will be reported as guaranteed payments and 
subject to employment taxes. 

 

The Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 

 

Inv. Gewin also forwarded a Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (“the 

Compliant”) which DMP filed against DOL in the United States District Court for the 

Northern District of Texas.25 According to the Complaint, Mr Renfro filed the document 

due to DOL’s “inaction” in response to the Advisory Opinion request he previously 

submitted.  

 

In DMP’s Complaint against DOL, it outlined the structure of the plans, which I explain in 

the table below with comments (Exhibit 5a, p. 25): 

 

1 “First, LPMS hires a consulting and benefits 
design firm for guidance and assistance with 
fulfilling plan requirements pursuant to ERISA 
and related statutes.” 

= Providence Insurance 
Partners, LLC 

2 “Second, LPMS appoints a licensed and bonded 
Third Party Administrator (“TPA”) to collect funds 
and allocate funds, adjudicate claims, manage 
claims appeals, execute the payment of claims 
for benefits under the Plan, and perform other 
traditional services performed by a TPA.” 

= Hawaii Mainland 
Administrators, LLC 

3 “Third, LPMS appoints a benefits administrator 
to assist its staff in managing eligibility data and 
plan participant customer service issues on an 
ongoing basis.” 

= Agentra 
MyFit Marketing 

                                                
25 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 19. 
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4 “Fourth, LPMS creates a Trust to hold any plan 
assets related to the Plan. Finally, LPMS obtains 
a reinsurance26 policy for the Plan.” 

= Providence Insurance 
Company 

 

Further, the below graphic incorporates the MEC plans with the structure described in the 

Complaint above: 

 

DOL’s Advisory Opinion 

 

The EBSA’s Office of Regulations and Interpretations eventually provided a response to 

Mr. Renfro’s Advisory Opinion request (Exhibit 5b), which Inv. Gewin forwarded. This 

Advisory Opinion answered Mr. Renfro’s question of “whether DOL would consider LP 

Management’s limited partnership programs to be employee welfare benefit plans [MEC 

plans] within the meaning of section 3(1) of ERISA, and, if so, whether the arrangements 

constitute single-employer group health plans sponsored by the limited partnerships as 

an ‘employer.’” 

 

DOL stated substantially:27 

 

                                                
26 Reinsurance is form of insurance that insurance companies buy for their own protection, “a sharing of 
insurance,” (Harvey W. Rubin, Dictionary of Insurance Terms, Sixth Edition [New York: Barron’s, 2013], 
437). 
27 Refer to Exhibit 5b, p. 2, para 3. 
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… the limited partners as described in your request are not employees or bona 
fide partners of the limited partnerships; they do not work for or through the 
partnership; and they do not receive income for performing services for or as 
partners of the partnership. In sum, you have provided no facts that would support 
a conclusion that the limited partners are meaningfully employed by the 
partnership or perform any services on its behalf. 

 

DOL continued:28 

 

For the foregoing reason’s, and based on your representations, information in the 
complaint you filed against the Department, and the materials we review, it is the 
Department’s view that the proposed LP Management health benefit programs 
would not be single-employer group health plans or ERISA plans at all. To the 
contrary, treating the limited partnership program as a single ERISA plan would 
effectively eliminate ERISA’s important statutory distinction between offering and 
maintaining employment-based ERISA cover plans, on the one hand, and the 
mere marketing of insurance and benefits to individuals outside the employment 
context, on the other. We have consulted with the Departments of Health and 
Human Services and the Treasury. They have advised the Department that other 
than to the extent that LP Management has established a separate welfare plan 
for the partnership’s common law employees, the limited partnership programs 
describe by LP Management would not be a group health plan with the meaning 
of 45 CFR 146.145(a) or 26 CFR 54.9831-1, and thus, the limited partnership 
programs would generally be subject to regulations applicable to the individual 
market, and not the small or large group markets. 

 

The Advisory Opinion lastly asserted, “[i]n light of our conclusion that the programs are 

not ERISA-covered plans, the programs would be subject to broad state insurance 

regulation regardless of whether they were multiple employer welfare arrangements 

(MEWAs) within the meaning of ERISA section 3(40) and ERISA section 514(b)(6).”29 

 

Memorandum Opinion and Order – United States District Court for the Northern District 

of Texas Fort Worth Division 

 

                                                
28 Refer to Exhibit 5b, p. 7, para 2. 
29 Refer to Exhibit 5b, p. 7, footnote 6. 
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As a result of the Complaint DMP filed with the United States District Court for the 

Northern District of Texas Fort Worth (the “Court”), DMP filed a Motion for Summary 

Judgment and Brief in Support. DOL provided its Cross Motion for Summary Judgement 

shortly thereafter. The Court documented in its Memorandum Opinion and Order (Exhibit 

5c) and ruled, “[a]fter reviewing the briefing, factual record, and relevant law, and for the 
following reasons, the Court Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgement is GRANTED and 

DENIES Defendants’ Cross Motion for Summary Judgement.” 

 

The court relied on the facts as set forth by Mr. Renfro’s Advisory Opinion Request 

submitted to DOL as well as the Complaint filed with the Court. The Court further 

documented law which supported it had jurisdiction to review the final agency action 

(DOL’s Advisory Opinion) and ruled it as “arbitrary” and “capricious” and “contrary to law 

under ERISA.”30 The Court did not take issue with the facts, as laid out by Renfro, on how 

the Limited Partners function as it related to the requirements under ERISA to deem it a 

single employer plan.  

 

However, this investigation has found reason to doubt Renfro’s representations about the 

plan operating structure. Based on the DOL’s Advisory Opinion response that these plans 

were not single employer plans enforced under ERISA, the investigation focused on 

determining whether Renfro’s representations about the plan structure matched the 

reality of these transactions.  

 
Office of the Commissioner of Insurance of Puerto Rico 
 

On 02/10/2020, I emailed a formal Request for Information to Director Ruben Gel-

Rodriguez of the Office of the Commissioner of Insurance of Puerto Rico (“OCI”) for 

information related to PIC (Exhibit 6a). The requested information included 1) all formation 

documentation submitted by PIC to OCI with its application for authorization, 2) all 

renewal documentation submitted, to include financial statements, 3) all examinations, 

                                                
30 Refer to Exhibit 5c, p. 2. 
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investigations, and/or audits conducted by OCI in relation to PIC, 4) all insurance related 

contracts submitted by PIC to include policies, and 5) any information related to the 

ownership and/or control of PIC.  

 

On 03/13/2020, OCI provided documentation requested for questions 1, 2, and 5 (Exhibit 

6b). It clarified requests numbered 3 and 4 were not a requirement of its international 

insurers, so PIC did not provide them. OCI explained it approved PIC in Puerto Rico as 

an international insurer on 08/21/2018. 

 

The application PIC submitted named Suffolk Holdings, LLC, a Puerto Rico limited liability 

company, as the “Controlling Person(s).”31 Momentum Capital, LLC had 85% ownership 

and Anjo, LLC held 15% ownership. An individual named William Bryan was the President 

and CEO, Arjan Zieger was Treasurer and CFO, and Mr. Renfro was Secretary of PIC. 

The application also documented a current Tennessee captive insurer,32 3 Star 

Insurance, LLC, for which at least one of these three individuals had sponsored an 

application.  

 
Adroit Health Group 
 

Adroit sold the MEC plans to Washington consumers and was the subject of an 

investigation which led to RIU opening this case. Therefore, on 01/31/2020, I requested 

(Exhibit 7a):  

 

1) All contracts between it and any entity to offer the three MEC plans;  

2) A spreadsheet with all MEC products sold to Washington consumers with 

consumer specific information;  

3) A 10% sampling of all MEC plan applications and corresponding Joinder 

Agreements; and  

                                                
31 Refer to Exhibit 6b, p. 8. 
32 A captive insurance company is a “company formed to insure the risks of its parent corporation,” (Rubin, 
Dictionary of Insurance Terms, 72). 
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4) The date in which Adroit ceased sales for the MEC products to Washington 

consumers. 

 

On 05/11/2020, Adroit’s Chief Compliance Officer, Christina Chaffin (“Chaffin”), provided 

a response (Exhibit 7b). In response to question one of the request, Ms. Chaffin stated 

no contractual relationship existed between Adroit and Providence, LP Management 

Services, LLC, APG, American Healthcare Benefits, and/or HMA. Ms. Chaffin confirmed 

it accessed Providence and HMA through Agentra and/or MyFit Marketing, depending on 

the specific MEC product.  

 

Ms. Chaffin provided its separate agreements with Agentra33 and MyFit Marketing.34 

Additionally, Ms. Chaffin provided emails with Adroit and MyFit Marketing regarding the 

MEC Basic and MEC Visit products, and correspondence between Adroit and Agentra 

regarding the MEC HP3 product. This correspondence documented the following: 

 

1) An email dated 10/12/2018 from MyFit Marketing, Robert Fey to Lauren Reese 

of Adroit with a blank “New Limited Partner Joinder Agreement.”35 The 

agreement documented the structure set up to be between the consumer and 

APG by way of LP Management Services, LLC as its General Partner. 

2) An email dated 06/08/2018 from Agentra’s Chief Operations Officer to Adroit 

with MEC HP3 product contracts,36 which included a MEC Plan Enrollment 

Confirmation page for the consumer to sign.37 

3) On 06/28/2018, Agentra emailed MEC HP3 product scripts and application 

samples to Adroit.38  

4) Finally, emails between MyFit Marketing and Adroit regarding the “go live” 

implantation of the MEC HP3 set for 10/08/2018.39   

                                                
33 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 2-58. 
34 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 59-78.  
35 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 79.  
36 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 90.  
37 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 275. 
38 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 280. 
39 Refer to Exhibit 7c, pp. 292. 
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Ms. Chaffin provided a spreadsheet which documented 1,157 Washington consumers 

purchased one of the three MEC plans between 08/01/2018 and 02/01/2019 (Exhibit 7d). 

All but one of these consumers were now “inactive.” Adroit stated it ceased selling MEC 

products to Washington consumers on 12/12/2018, even though its spreadsheet 

documented it had sold plans through 02/01/2019 (Exhibit 7e).  

 

Finally, Adroit provided a 10% sampling of applications and corresponding joinder 

agreements Washington consumers signed for each of the three MEC plans (Exhibit 7f): 

 

1) MEC Basic – 11 consumer applications and corresponding joinder agreements; 

2) MEC HP3 – 48 consumer applications; 

3) MEC Visit – 58 consumer applications and corresponding joinder agreements. 
 
MyFit Marketing  
 

On 06/11/2020, I emailed a Request for Information to Robert Fey (“Fey”), of MyFit 

Marketing, the entity Adroit documented as the “Product Administrator”40 of the MEC 

Basic and MEC Visit products (Exhibit 8a). On 07/01/2020, Mr. Fey emailed and asserted 

MyFit Marketing did not conduct business with Adroit and, based on his understanding, 

Adroit had written business on behalf of Agentra (Exhibit 8b).   

 

On the same day, I interviewed Mr. Fey over the telephone regarding his email. The 

interview was not audio recorded. Mr. Fey stated substantially, Adroit had a relationship 

with Agentra to offer the MEC products. He further explained he no longer had a 

relationship with Adroit the company deceived him in the marketing of the MEC plans. He 

stated “ABC” contacted him to offer the MEC plans and “assigned” him to offer these 

plans, then “unassigned” from offering them. He stated that, although Adroit and Agentra 

                                                
40 Refer to Exhibit 1d. 
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worked together, the two entities had “bad blood” which effected MyFit Marketing from 

marketing the MEC plans.  

 

Lastly, Mr. Fey stated he had just moved from Florida to Michigan and was closing MyFit 

Marketing to move forward with a technology company he had. When asked the name of 

the company, he stated he wanted to “keep matters separate.” He did, however, further 

explain that through this company he develops self-funded MEC plans which he then 

offers to “LP’s.” He also asserted the MEC Basic and MEC Visit plans were not being 

offered through his technology company or to Washington consumers.  

 

I prepared a memorandum of interview (Exhibit 8c).  

 
Agentra, LLC 
 

The OIC opened a prior investigation against Agentra, WAOIC Case No.1591537, 

assigned to RIU Senior Investigator, Jessica Bullington (“Inv. Bullington”). As a result of 

that investigation, OIC collected evidence from HMA and Washington consumers who 

were enrolled into one of the three MEC plans.  

 

On 02/19/2019, HMA provided the coverage documents to the OIC for the three MEC 

plans (Exhibit 9a) as well as a spreadsheet of the 2,146 Washington consumers covered 

by these plans (Exhibit 9b). The spreadsheet identified no insurer or entity connected to 

the products and indicated the products were “self-insured.” Further, it documented AHBC 

as the employer group and itself as the administrator to which funds are sent directly.  

 

On 01/28/2019, as part of her open investigation, Inv. Bullington emailed a survey of 

questions to the 2,375 Washington consumers who had purchased products associated 

with Agentra. Included within those products were consumers who purchased one of the 

three MEC plans. As a result, Inv. Bullington received 390 Washington consumer 

responses (Exhibit 9c). Many of the consumers added additional comments within the 

survey, indicating they were falsely promised the plan would provide specific coverage it 
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actually did not. These complaints echoed what Adroit consumers had already told the 

OIC. Some survey comments of concern were: 

 

- Kenneth Schuh, who purchased a MEC HP3 plan, stated “we only had it for 1 

month because we got insurance through a job.”41 

- Raheem Johnson, who purchased a MEC HP3 plan stated, in part, “I was 

specifically told that I was purchasing a FULL COVERAGE health plan. When I 

found out that wasn’t the case, and I contacted them to review the recorded phone 

call in which I purchased the plan, they never returned my call … The agent who 

sold me the policy went so far as to talk about how this was all made possible by 

the Trump Administration and their efforts of privatizing health insurance market.”42 

- Robert Johnson, who purchased a MEC HP3 plan stated, “I went to use my 

coverage and honestly don’t know what I have, my didn’t recognize the Company 

so I feel left in the dark.”43 

- Richard Mitchell, who purchased a MEC HP3 plan stated, “I was less than satisfied 

with this product once I realized what I had actually purchased. I retired, and 

needed individual medical coverage for the first time. Always having coverage with 

my employer that was comprehensive and covered me for anything. I told the 

representative what I wanted. It turns out he sold me a plan that didn’t cover really 

anything except preventative care, and then sold me an insurance policy that 

covered specific types of injuries. I just wanted medical coverage that was 

comprehensive enough to handle any medical issues or injuries at health care 

facilities.”44 

- Hannah Grady, who purchased the MEC HP3 plan stated, “I haven’t received proof 

of compliant coverage for the tax year. I was expecting it.”45 

                                                
41 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 37. 
42 Refer to Exhibit 9c, pp. 41-42. 
43 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 46.  
44 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 66. 
45 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 85. 
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- Lisa Nielsen, who purchased the MEC HP3 plan stated, “I really felt ripped off, and 

now can’t get a 1095.”46 

- Stacey Hargrove, who purchased the MEC HP3 plan stated, in part, “[t]his was the 

worst insurance coverage my family has ever had and unfortunately the only 

insurance selling policies that were affordable for self employed [sic] families.”47 

 

The above consumer statements are a fraction of the statements received, but show a 

theme of the misrepresentation which occurred in the selling of these plans. They also 

indicate that, for many of these consumers, they were primarilylooking for health 

insurance and made no mention of a notion to receive revenue of any sort from a Limited 

Partnership. 

 

On 01/31/2020, I requested of Agentra, 1) all contracts between it and any entity to offer 

the MEC HP3 plan, 2) a spreadsheet with all producers names and licensing numbers 

who sold the MEC plan to Washington consumers, and 3) a 10% sampling of all MEC 

plan applications and corresponding Joinder Agreements. I also asked Agentra whether, 

since 01/29/2019, it had continued selling the products (Exhibit 9d).  

 

On 02/21/2020, V.P. of Agentra’s Administration, Cindy Dale (“Dale”), provided its 

response and documents to the OIC’s request (Exhibits 9e and 9f). Ms. Dale indicated it 

did not have business relationships with Providence, LPMS, or APG. Ms. Dale provided 

two individual contracts it held with each AHBC48 and HMA.49 Agentra explained it did not 

have any contracts with other entities to facilitate the sale of the MEC HP3 plan.  

 

The agreement between Agentra and AHBC was signed by Agentra CEO, David Lindsey 

(“Lindsey”) and AHBC representative, Roland Brewer (“Brewer”). Further, the Benefits 

Administration Services Agreement memorialized AHBC as the plan sponsor and Agentra 

                                                
46 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 116. 
47 Refer to Exhibit 9c, p. 306. 
48 Refer to Exhibit 9e, pp. 5-9. 
49 Refer to Exhibit 9e, pp. 10-17.   
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as its Benefits Administrator for which it collected payments from consumers and 

distributed funds to the designated Third Party Administrator.  

 

American Workers Insurance Services, Inc. (“AWIS”) 
 
The OIC opened a prior investigation against AWIS, WAOIC Case No.1596721. As a 

result of that investigation, OIC collected evidence from AWIS which included a 

spreadsheet of 1,534 Washington consumers who enrolled into the MEC HP3 plan 

(Exhibit 10a) between 07/30/2018 and 03/28/2019. The spreadsheet also documented 

252 other “MEC” plans sold to Washington consumers between 10/11/2018 and 

03/28/2019.  

 
On 01/31/2020, I requested of AWIS, 1) all contracts between it and any entity which sold 

the MEC and MEC HP3 plans, 2) a 10% sampling of the two MEC plans applications and 

corresponding Joinder Agreements. I also asked whether AWIS had continued selling the 

respective MEC plans since 06/10/2019,50 and (if so) how many plans it had sold as of 

01/31/2020 (Exhibit 10b).  

 

On 02/28/2020, outside counsel for AWIS, John Oxendine (“Oxendine”), responded to 

the OIC’s request for information (Exhibit 10c). Mr. Oxendine explained AWIS had 

enrolled members into these MEC and MEC HP3 plans which he explained were 

“underwritten by Providence Insurance Partners, LLC.” Mr. Oxendine asserted AWIS 

marketed the products as a “sub-agent” of Agentra and did not have a contract with 

Providence, LP Management Services, LLC, APG, AHBC or HMA.  

 

Mr. Oxendine explained AWIS no longer had access to the applications for these sales 

because they were executed using a platform owned and controlled by Agentra. It was 

AWIS’ belief that either Agentra or Providence would have access to the applications. Mr. 

Oxendine clarified, “[a]s a downstream marketer, AWIS merely had access to this 

                                                
50 The date the OIC received the Washington consumer spreadsheet.  
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platform during the enrollment process.” Further, Mr. Oxendine explained AWIS was not 

involved in the execution of the New Limited Partner Joinder Agreements for these plans. 

Lastly, Mr. Oxendine explained that, on 01/18/2019, AWIS went under new ownership 

and as a result it accessed all products and made a decision to no longer market the 

“Providence Insurance Partners product effective April 5, 2019.” 

 

On 03/03/2020, Mr. Oxendine asserted to Inv. Osberg that, to AWIS’ knowledge “[t]here 

was never a written contract that we are aware of” between Agentra and AWIS to act as 

a “sub-agent” and market the MEC plans (Exhibit 10d).  

 
Consumer Interviews 
 
Based on the 390 Agentra survey responses Inv. Bullington received, I chose 25 random 

respondents51 to send additional questions to through a consumer letter regarding the 

specific MEC HP3 product purchased. I sent the questions to each consumer through 

email, and they centered on whether the representations to DOL and the District Court 

about the plan function were correct. The questions were (Exhibit 11a): 

 

1. Did you know that in order to obtain this health plan you had to become a limited 
partner of, Data Marketing Partnership, LP (“DMP”) or another limited 
partnership, yes or no? 

2. Did you know that in order to obtain this health plan you were required to 
download an app onto your mobile device, computer, etc., as part of receiving 
this health coverage, yes or no? 

3. Did you download an app onto your mobile device, computer, etc., as part of 
receiving this plan, yes or no? 

4. If you answered ‘yes’ to question number three above, please answer the 
following questions: 

a. What was the name of the app you downloaded? 
b. Do you know what that app does, yes or no? 
c. What does the app do? 
d. Were you ever compensated by an entity for using the app, yes or 

no? 

                                                
51 Refer to Exhibit 9b, columns A and B, for the 25 highlighted consumers contacted.  
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Of the 25 individuals contacted, seven responded and provided declarations (Exhibit 

11b). Consumer statements received were as follows:  

 

Consumer Name Answer to 
Question #1 

Answer to 
Question #2 

Answer to 
Question #3 

Answer to 
Question #4 

Laura Amrein 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 1) No No No N/A 

Raheem Johnson 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 3) No No No N/A 

Holly Hobbs 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 5) No No Cannot recall N/A 

Nathan Oakes 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 7) No No No N/A 

Apryle Craig 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 9) No No No N/A 

Richard Mitchell 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 11) No No No N/A 

Robin Perez 
(Exhibit 11b, Pg. 13) No No No N/A 

  

In addition to answering the above referenced questions, Consumer Richard Mitchell also 

stated, “I had this plan for two months before I realized it was junk insurance and 

cancelled to get legitimate insurance.”  

 

The structure of these MEC plans documented by Mr. Renfro both in his Advisory Opinion 

request and in the Complaint filed with the Court do not line up with what was actually 

occurring with Washington consumers. According to the Advisory Opinion request, “[t]he 

time and energies/services contributed by [Limited Partners] comprise the sole means of 

revenue generation of [Data Marketing Partnership]. In other words, without this activity, 

[Data Marketing Partnership] would not earn revenue or survive as an entity.”52  

 

It is clear now after hearing from Washington consumers who purchased the MEC plans 

that consumers did not know they were involved in a “limited partnership” which required 

them to download software to their computers, phones, etc., and none of these 

consumers recalled doing so. If the MEC plan structure functioned as it was described to 

                                                
52 Refer to Exhibit 5a, p. 12. 
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DOL and the Court, these consumers should have knowledge of the services or “work” 

they were doing for DMP, at a minimum. The foundation for the relationship that Mr. 

Renfro depicted both in his Advisory Opinion request and in his Complaint filed with the 

Court starts with the consumer downloading the software to his devices as a “working 

partner” of the Partnership. Evidence suggests this is not happening. 

 
American Healthcare Benefits Cooperative  
 

On 07/05/2018, AHBC, which was an assumed name of American Healthcare Insurance 

Group, LLC, filed a Certificate of Formation Limited Liability Company with the Secretary 

of State of Texas (Exhibit 12a). Registered Agent and Organizer, Roland Brewer, Jr, 

(“Brewer”) filed the document with a registered office address of 5015 Addison Circle 

#338, Addison, Texas 75001. Its purpose documented as, “any and all lawful purposes.” 

 

On 11/18/2019, I mailed a Request for Information to Mr. Brewer at the address listed on 

its formation certificate (Exhibit 12b). I received no response from Mr. Brewer or any 

AHBC representative.  

 
American Partnership Group  
 

On 10/02/2018, American Partnership Group, LP was formed and therefore provided a 

Certificate of Limited Partnership by the State of Georgia Secretary of State (Exhibit 13a). 

Jonathan Crumly (“Crumly”) was APG’s Registered Agent and Attorney in Fact, and its 

principal address, 1600 Parkwood Circle, Suite 200, Atlanta, GA 30339. The record 

further documented LP Management Services, LLC as APG’s General Agent.  On 

03/21/2019, APG’s annual registration was updated to add, Randall Johnson as its 

authorized person (Exhibit 13b).  

 

On 11/18/2019, I mailed a Request for Information to Mr. Crumly with APG to the address 

listed on its 2018 registration (Exhibit 13c). No response was received from Mr. Crumly 
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nor any representative of APG and the Request for Information was not forwarded back 

to the OIC for any reason. 

  

WRITTEN RESPONSE OF PROVIDENCE INSURANCE PARTNERS, LLC  
 
Response No. 1 
 

On 10/24/2019, Mr. Renfro, “Chief Legal Officer” of Providence, responded to the OIC 

(Exhibit 14a). Mr. Renfro asserted Providence was a consulting company “focused on 

assisting employers establish single employer, self-insured group health plans in an 

efficient and compliant manner.” As part of its consulting services, Mr. Renfro explained 

Providence provided advice to its clients including the “mechanics of sponsoring group 

health coverage, as well as some vendor management of key players in a successfully 

run group health plan, including third party administrators, networks, and benefit 

administrators.”  

 

Mr. Renfro denied that Providence was an insurance company and that it provided 

“insurance coverage or risk protection with respect to any plan; PIP [Providence] does 

not conduct the business of insurance.” Mr. Renfro also asserted Providence did not 

transact the business of insurance by “selling, negotiating or facilitating.” Lastly, Mr. 

Renfro stated Providence “does not act in a manner that would create a fiduciary role with 

respect to any of the group health plans on which it consults.”  

 

Mr. Renfro explained Providence does not rely on the Washington state authority to offer 

consulting advice to employers who wish to form a self-insured group health plan. When 

asked, “what type of policy was procured to cover claims from ‘first dollar to unlimited?’” 

and who the carrier of the policy was, Mr. Renfro responded that it did not have a 

contractual relationship with Adroit and therefore had no comment.  

 

Mr. Renfro generically explained how the flow of money for self-insured group health 

plans worked. He explained this flow of money was dependent on many factors, such as 
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the level of funding from the plan sponsor and/or member and then the distribution of 

funds afterwards to other vendors such as third-party administrators, network access 

providers, consultants and advisors, benefit administrators and (when applicable) 

reinsurance carriers. He further added the reinsurers participation, “[d]epending on the 

nature of the reinsurance policy, if any, dollar flow for the payment of claims can be a 

blend of the TPA paying out of a client claims fund, an imprest [sic] balance on behalf of 

the reinsurance carrier, or the reinsurance carrier can send funds to the TPA for payments 

on a periodic basis.” 

 

Mr. Renfro explained the “first dollar to unlimited” phrase within the MEC plans 

applications “refers not a self-insured plan itself, but rather to one or more reinsurance 

policies procured by a plan sponsor in order to provide financial security for the payment 

of benefits.” Mr. Renfro acknowledged reinsurance policies for group health plans vary by 

the jurisdiction in which coverage was procured. He asserted that, nonetheless, the plan 

sponsor held the obligation to pay claims. I asked Mr. Renfro, why the agreement between 

the plan sponsor and the consumer was after the procurement of the plan which 

determined eligibility. Mr. Renfro explained plan eligibility was under the discretion of the 

plan sponsor and not Providence.  

 

Lastly, the OIC had requested Providence provide any agreements between it and Adroit, 

APG, and/or AHBC, as well as all MEC plan documents and an Excel spreadsheet with 

data concerning the MEC plans being sold to Washington consumers. Mr. Renfro 

asserted Providence did not have a relationship with Adroit or APG, therefore no 

agreement existed. Further, it had a consulting relationship with AHBC but would not 

release the agreement without its approval. Mr. Renfro indicated he would release it to 

the OIC once Providence granted approval.53  

 

Mr. Renfro asserted the MEC plans serviced by Providence were considered, “single 

employer plans under federal law and are not considered insurance products. If a plan 

                                                
53 To the date of this report, no agreement has been received nor communication regarding said agreement.  
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PIP serviced were deemed to be something other than a single employer plan, PIP would 

terminate the relationship, as PIP’s services are not intended for such plans.” Mr. Renfro 

did not provide any MEC plan documentation or the requested Excel spreadsheet.  

 
Response No. 2 
 

On 12/11/2019, Mr. Renfro provided response on behalf of Providence to the OIC’s 

request for additional information (Exhibit 14b). Mr. Renfro explained again that it did not 

have a relationship with APG but is a consultant and “vendor manager” to AHBC, the plan 

sponsor for the MEC HP3 plan. When asked for an update regarding its release of the 

agreement between Providence and AHBC, Mr. Renfro explained AHBC had been 

inclined to release the agreement however, further discussions between the two entities 

needed to take place still before its release.  

 

Mr. Renfro explained Providence’s role as consultant and vendor manager, and wrote it 

“manages the third-party administrator’s services on behalf of AHBC by facilitating 

communications between the two parties and advocating client needs with said vendor.” 

He asserted further “PIP serves as a conduit to organize and ensure smooth services are 

provided by the third party administrator and AHBC. To that end, we serve in a kind of 

customer service role for AHBC to expedite any needs they have with their third-party 

administrator. The current third-party administrator used by AHBC is Hawaii Mainland 

Administrators.” 
 
REVIEW OF EVIDENCE OBTAINED 
 
This report addresses three related questions, which must be answered in order to 

determine whether there is a violation of RCW 48.05.030. 

 
1. Do the MEC Plans Qualify as Single Employer, Self-Funded, Health Plans 

Subject to DOL? 
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Mr. Renfro asserted to the OIC the MEC plans were considered, “single employer plans 

under federal law and are not considered insurance products.” To further establish these 

MEC plans qualified, Mr. Renfro submitted an Advisory Opinion request to DOL for 

confirmation on just that. However, DOL released its Advisory Opinion to Mr. Renfro 

which stated:  

 

… the proposed LP Management health benefit programs would not be single-
employer group health plans or ERISA plans at all. To the contrary, treating the 
limited partnership program as a single ERISA plan would effectively eliminate 
ERISA’s important statutory distinction between offering and maintaining 
employment-based ERISA cover plans, on the one hand, and the mere marketing 
of insurance and benefits to individuals outside the employment context, on the 
other. 

 

DOL further documented in its Advisory Opinion to Mr. Renfro, “[i]n light of our conclusion 

that the programs are not ERISA-covered plans, the programs would be subject to broad 

state insurance regulation regardless of whether they were multiple employer welfare 

arrangements (MEWAs) within the meaning of ERISA section 3(40) and ERISA section 

514(b)(6).” 

 

However, despite DOL’s Advisory Opinion provided to Mr. Renfro, the Court declared it 

was “arbitrary and capricious.” The Court determined the relationship between DMP and 

limited partners was an employment relationship as the limited partners were considered 

“working owners” due to the services they were providing to DMP and therefore, deemed 

the structure Mr. Renfro described as permissible under Title I of ERISA. Yet, based on 

the interviews conducted with a sampling of the Washington consumers who purchased 

one of these MEC plans, consumers downloaded no software their phones, computers, 

etc., for any service or work to be done as “limited partners” on behalf of DMP. Further, 

the joinder agreement between DMP’s General Partner, LPMS and the Washington 

consumer, would suggest the agreement is anything but an employer to employee 

relationship. Therefore, evidence suggests Mr. Renfro’s argument is predicated on 

misrepresentations.  
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The Court was not privy to this information when it made its determination the MEC plans 

were permissible under Title I of ERISA. With this in mind, the OIC asserts jurisdiction 

under RCW 48.42.010-040. 

 
2. Are these MEC plans, therefore, unauthorized insurance? 

 
RCW 48.01.040 defines “insurance” as, “a contract whereby one undertakes to indemnify 

another or pay a specific amount upon determinable contingencies.” 

 

Each of the three MEC plans signed by Washington consumers indicated claims were 

paid by PIC from a “first dollar to unlimited basis.” Evidence shows these MEC plans are 

“insurance” based on the benefit documents Washington consumers received wherein, 

for example, “MEC Visit™ plans have preventive services that are covered at 100% of 

the cost by the plan. The plan offers coverage for doctor visits, specialist visits, outpatient 

laboratory and telemedicine. All covered In-Network, non-preventative health services will 

be 100% covered by the plan, after the plan member pays the applicable copay.”54 An 

example of the health services covered under the MEC Visit plan:55   

 

                                                
54 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 16.  
55 Refer to Exhibit 1c, p. 18.  
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The examples above were taken from the MEC Visit plan only but it is a representative 

sample of what Washington consumers are expecting to receive by paying their monthly 

premium for the MEC Plans. Consumer Comstock paid $184.95 a month in return to 

receive the health coverage explained in the plan benefit document, and she was just one 

example of the 4,548 consumers who paid a specified amount in exchange for coverage 

on the determinable contingencies outlined. In Physicians Defense Co v. Cooper, 199 F. 

576, 579 (9th Cir. 1912), the federal court documented three main characteristics of an 

insurance contract to be, 1) consideration, 2) risk, and 3) indemnity. Broken down further, 

an insurer receives premium for its undertaking of coverage (consideration), the insurer 

specifies the peril or contingency against which the insured is protected (risk), and the 

insurer pays a specified amount when the peril or contingency is used (indemnity). These 

MEC plans all have the three main characteristics of an insurance contract and have not 

been approved in WA State. Therefore, the MEC plans are considered unauthorized 

insurance products in Washington. 

 

3. Who Is Responsible? 
 

Providence, at one point, was a licensed producer entity in the State of Tennessee,56 but 

has never held any licensure (producer, insurer or other) with the OIC. Likewise, PIC has 

never held any license with the OIC. Providence is well documented as the plan designer 

on all three MEC plan applications. It also, through agreement with either APG or AHBC, 

determined the rate charged to Washington consumers for each plan. According to 

documents filed by Providence with the Tennessee Department of Commerce & 

Insurance, it is owned by Mr. Renfro, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller.57 According to documents 

filed with Puerto Rico Insurance Commissioner by PIC, it is owned by Mr. Renfro as 

Secretary, Mr. Bryan as President and CEO and Arjan Zieger (“Zieger”) as Treasurer and 

CFO. 

 

                                                
56 Refer to Exhibit 2b.  
57 Refer to Exhibit 2b, p. 4. 
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These MEC plans begin with Mr. Renfro, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller as Providence and 

ends with Mr. Renfro, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Zieger as the captive insurer, PIC, which pays 

for claims from “first dollar to unlimited.” Mr. Renfro, Mr. Zieger, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller 

are therefore offering unauthorized insurance products in Washington State through 

Providence and PIC that do not qualify as ERISA plans, and are therefore subject to State 

regulation. 

 

Between, Agentra, Adroit and AWIS, these entities sold 4,548 MEC plans to Washington 

consumers on behalf of Providence, PIC and the controlling persons within (Exhibit 15):58 

 
Plan Name No. of Plans Sold Marketing Entities: 
MEC HP3 3,870 Adroit, Agentra, AWIS 

Refer to Exhibits 7d, 9b, 10a 
MEC Visit 572 Adroit (Refer to Exhibit 7d) 

MEC Basic 105 Adroit (Refer to Exhibit 7d) 
 

Providence did not provide the contracts held with APG and/or AHBC which determined, 

among other details, the rate charged to Washington consumers for the MEC plans. 

Providence denied having a contractual relationship with APG but offered it had a 

contractual relationship with AHBC.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The allegation that Providence Insurance Partners, LLC, Providence Insurance 

Company, Mr. Renfro, Mr. Zieger, Mr. Bryan and Mr. Miller are acting as unauthorized 

insurers by selling unauthorized insurance products (MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC 

Basic) to Washington consumers without being properly licensed to do so, in violation of 

RCW 48.05.030, is substantiated.  

 

The allegation is substantiated because the entities and individuals are not licensed to 

act as an insurers with the OIC and collectively, have been the conduit for offering 4,548 

                                                
58 These numbers do not account for members who were on a family plan or had dependents enrolled on 
the plan. 
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unauthorized insurance products (MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC Basic) to Washington 

consumers.  

 

 

_______________________ 
Randi Osberg 
Senior Investigator 

_______________________ 
Brandon Lee, CFE 
Investigator Supervisor 

____________________ 
Tyler Robbins 
Investigations Manager 
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State of Washington 
Office of Insurance Commissioner 
Legal Affairs Division 
Regulatory Investigations Unit  
                                                 

Final Investigative Report 
Exhibits List 

 

Exhibit 1a: (10.01.2019) Initial Complaint from OIC. 

Exhibit 1b: (03.07.2014) Providence Insurance Partner’s, LLC. TN SOS filing. 

Exhibit 1c: (04.29.2019) Adroit responses and consumer plan documents. 

Exhibit 1d: (04.29.2019) Adroit with Group policy excel. 

Exhibit 1e: (09.13.2019) Adroit with MEC policy count excel. 

Exhibit 1f: (11.30.2018) Consumer Complaints to the OIC (5). 

 
Exhibit 2a: (10.01.2020) NAIC report on Providence Insurance Partners, LLC. 

Exhibit 2b: (05.28.2020) TN Department of Commerce & Insurance response with 

documents.   

 
Exhibit 3a: (10.03.2019) Formal Notice of Investigation to Providence Insurance 

Partners, LLC.  

Exhibit 3b: (11.18.2019) Follow-up request to Providence Insurance Partners, LLC. 

 
Exhibit 4a: (11.15.2019) Information Request to HMA.  

Exhibit 4b: (12.26.2019) HMA response. 

Exhibit 4c: (01.07.2020) HMA with reinsurance company.  

 
Exhibit 5a: (01.09.2020) US DOL response with documents.  

Exhibit 5b: (01.31.2020) US DOL with Advisory Opinion.  

Exhibit 5c: (09.28.2020) Court Ruling. 

 
Exhibit 6a: (02.10.2020) Information request to Puerto Rico Insurance Commissioner.  

Exhibit 6b: (03.13.2020) Response and documents from Puerto Rico Insurance 

Commissioner.  
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Exhibit 7a: (01.31.2020) Information Request sent to Adroit.  

Exhibit 7b: (05.11.2020) Adroit response. 

Exhibit 7c: (05.11.2020) Adroit Contracts with Agentra and MyFit Marketing.  

Exhibit 7d: (05.11.2020) WA MEC Consumers – Adroit.  

Exhibit 7e: (05.11.2020) Adroit with ceased MEC product response.  

Exhibit 7f: (05.11.2020) Adroit with sampling of MEC product applications & joinders. 

 
Exhibit 8a: (06.11.2020) Request for information to MyFit Marketing. 

Exhibit 8b: (07.01.2020) Email with Robert Fey of MyFit Marketing. 

Exhibit 8c: (07.01.2020) Memorandum of Interview with Robert Fey. 

 
Exhibit 9a: (02.19.2019) Agentra INV-HMA with MEC plan documents.  

Exhibit 9b: (01.11.2019) Agentra INV-HMA with excel of WA MEC consumers. 

Exhibit 9c: (01.28.2019) Agentra INV-Consumer survey.  

Exhibit 9d:  (01.31.2020) Information Request to Agentra.  

Exhibit 9e: (02.21.2020) Agentra response with documents.  

Exhibit 9f: (02.21.2020) Agentra with excel of WA MEC consumers.  

 
Exhibit 10a: (06.10.2019) AWIS INV – AWIS with WA MEC Consumers.  

Exhibit 10b: (01.30.2020) Information Request to AWIS. 

Exhibit 10c: (02.28.2020) AWIS response.  

Exhibit 10d: (03.03.2020) AWIS response to contract request. 

 
Exhibit 11a: (04.07.2020) OIC consumer letter. 

Exhibit 11b: (04.07.2020) Consumer Declarations (7). 

 
Exhibit 12a: (07.05.2018) AHBC Texas Domestic Filing.  

Exhibit 12b: (11.18.2019) Request for Information to AHBC. 

 
Exhibit 13a: (10.02.2018) APG Domestic Registration – Georgia. 

Exhibit 13b: (03.21.2019) APG 2019 Annual Statement – Georgia.  
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Exhibit 13c: (11.18.2019) Request for Information to APG. 

 
Exhibit 14a: (10.24.2019) Providence response to NOI. 

Exhibit 14b: (12.11.2019) Providence response to follow-up request.  

 
Exhibit 15: (08.31.2020) OIC: Final consumer MEC HP3, MEC Visit and MEC Basic 

count. 
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	Case No: 1609841
	Complaint Received Date: 10/02/2019
	Related Case No: 1596059
	Final Report Date: 10/23/2020
	Subject Name: Providence Insurance Partners, LLC/Providence Insurance Company
	Address: 
	Phone: 
	Email: 
	WAOIC   Status: N/A
	Representative Name: Alexander Renfro
	Address_2: 3200 West End Avenue, Suite 500, Nashville, TN 37203
	Phone_2: (615) 783-1688
	Email_2: arenfro@providenceinsurancepartners.com
	Complainants Name: Office of the Insurance Commissioner
	Address_3: 
	Phone_3: 
	Email_3: 
	Insureds Name: Multiple insureds
	Address_4: 
	Phone_4: 
	Email_4: 
	Allegations: Providence Insurance Partners, LLC, Providence Insurance Company, Alexander Renfro, Arjan Zieger, William Bryan and Brian Miller are acting as unauthorized insurers by selling unauthorized insurance products (MEC Visit, MEC HP3 and MEC Basic) to Washington consumers without being properly licensed to do so. 
	Potential Violations: 48.05.030
	Dropdown2: [Randi Osberg]
	Dropdown3: [Tyler Robbins]
	Dropdown1: [Substantiated]


